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Building Spelling Skills, Grade 2

In Building Spelling Skills Daily Practice, Grade 2, students will learn 10 spelling words per week
(300 total). Two sentences for dictation are provided for each list. Spelling lists include the following:
short and long vowel words, contractions, blends and digraphs, spellings for /er/, variant vowel
sounds such as ow, ou, oo, and adding ed and ing. Practice pages include the following: a spelling
list with spaces to read, write, and spell each word, a configuration puzzle for every spelling list,
word sorting, word meaning (filling in missing spelling words in sentences), exercises to find the
misspellings and hidden words, and various word study exercises. Reproducible forms include:
spelling record form, individual spelling record, spelling test form, spelling list form, word sort form,
and a parent letter.
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I home school my girls and this is just the BEST spelling curriculum. They actually look forward to
these lessons. There are 5 days worth of "task pages" and each page only takes a few minutes...
yet it's so cleverly done so that they are really learning the words as they go. I love how this author
has many ways of helping them practice their spelling. I like the amount of words and the words
they learn.

My daughter is entering the first grade this fall and I had originally purchased to 1st grade version of

this book to review over the summer. That book was too easy for my daughter so I returned it. I
purchased this one, but again it is too easy for her. We are into week 19 of this book and for the
most part she was already able to spell 90-95% of the words in the first 19 chapters. She is not a
gifted student, I just think the private school she attends is a bit advanced to other school standard. I
think its still good practice and great as a refresher over the summer. If your child is a bit advanced,
this book may be too easy. Just my opinion, not boasting.

I am happy with the structure and content of this workbook and all the other grade level books by
this publisher; I used them in first and second grade with my son and plan to do the same with my
daughter.I piece together my curriculum from lots of different sources, using this publisher as my
primary source for geography, math, spelling and language.

My son is 6 years old and in the 1st grade. I purchased this book last month to help increase my
son's vocabulary, spelling and to help prepare him for 2nd grade. After reading the previous reviews
I purchased the grade 2 spelling book thinking it would be more of a challenge for my first grader.
This book is REALLY EASY. This is geared more towards Kindergarten and maybe the first half of
the 1st grade year. (Sample words: and, boil, outside, looking, too, because). Out of the 300 words,
my son was able to read 294 of them and could spell 276 of them :(. So I have focused on the 24
words he doesn't know and I continuously utilize the dictation sentences section weekly...I do LOVE
that part of the activity! The sections are not very difficult and most children can figure out what to
do with little instruction. I have ordered the Evan Moor Spelling Grade 3 in an effort to challenge my
little one. If you have a child that is going into 2nd grade, you may want to try the Evan Moor Grade
3 or even Grade 4 because this will be too easy for 2nd graders.

My kids love this spelling program. They like the daily work and get 100% every week on their tests.
It's what we'll continue to use in our homeschool for years to come. I highly recommend it!!

A nice spelling workbook that I use in my classroom where each student is on a different spelling
level. It offers common grade level spelling words with practice and various activities. It also offers a
master copy of each spelling list that you can copy and give to students to study off of. I have used
these books with my students for 8 years and I will continue to use them.

My 6 year old loves this book. The lessons are based on a 5 day work week with repetitive practice

for each 10 word spelling list. Dictation is included to help improve listening skills. The words start
off being very easy, but they quickly progress to longer, more complicated words. I plan to continue
using this series with both of my children for years to come.

As a homeschooling mom, teaching multiple grades. For us this book is perfect! I have purchased 3
other spelling books in the past all of which had layouts that I really didn't care for. My children
found the other books very unclear and boring. I always wound up making my own worksheets. I
was a little nervous buying this one, worried that it would be another dud. But in fact, it is wonderful.
It has a very clear design that breaks down the units. It gives the kids wonderful practice that they
enjoy. I couldn't be happier that I have finally found a great spelling book series for my kids. And it
has saved me a ton of time!
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